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( Cl:i-219—i-13 ) Z 1 ‘Claim. 

1 
"Thisinvention relates to an>=apparatus> for 

high-frequency induction heating- and more par 
ticularly to an apparatus ofvsuch type‘ for'h'e'at 

' ing'work pieces havingsharply'convex surface 
“portions, such as edges, ribs,rcorners~orvlugs', and 
~ concentrating the heating 'eifect at ’ such :convex 
surfaces. ' 

'. ‘It often occurs that. some salient portion of 
the surface of a mechanism is subjectin oper 
ation to intense localized- wear. . It is desirable 
to be able to heat and temper the surface ‘ofthe 

1; mechanism in thisv regionnbut it is. often; unde 
..sirab1e to extend the heating; and temperingto 
rother portions of the mechanism; which:: would 
tend to-impair the elasticity and toughness of 
“the-structure as a-whole. ,‘II’I‘OthGI‘ 'Wo1'ds,1'it'-is 
' desirable to ‘be able-to concentratexthe heating 
and tempering to the portion-bf 'theisurfacerqof 

. the mechanism subjected :tov the :weary andritv has 
been found that a high-frequencyii-inductionI 
heating system is particularly-suitable iorthis 
purpose vinasmuch as the heating; effect ofsa 
high-frequency induction ?eld variesfrom point 
to point. with the:intensity¢of the ?eld. Byia 
vproper design-‘of the heatinginductor its?eld~~ 
can be given the.‘ desired intensity distribution 
characteristic. 
While the invention is of general application, 

it is illustrated as applied to the local'zheating 
‘ and tempering of the shoulder of‘ a gun~bre.ech,'~' 
which shoulder engages the rim- of the shell .cas 
ing. . By local heating and tempering of the .gun 

' breech shoulders, it has been .iound that .the 
number of ?rings of a gun embodying the. breech, 
without repair or replacement,.may. be increased~ 
many times. 

It is an object of the invention to provide new 
and improved high-frequency.induction heating 
apparatus‘ for treating a work piece having. a 
sharply convex surface portion and concentrat-i 
ing the heating effect at such convex surface 

- portion. 

' In accordance with the invention, a high-fre 
quency induction heating apparatus for heating 

portion and for concentrating the heating over 
a predetermined portion of. the ccnvexsurface 
of the work piece comprises a support, aheat 
inginductor mounted on the support andjpro 
'portioned to develop a high-frequency‘magnetic‘ 
‘?eld including, in the absence of a. work piece, 
a portion of maximum intensity'which is of the 

- same order of magnitude over its cross-sectional 
area. ,_The apparatus also includes positioning 
means mounted on the support ‘for locating'the’* 

~ work '~ piece’ within the‘ ‘?eld with‘ Ethe "predeter 
-~-~minedv convex surface portion thereof effectively 
" cutting ‘across the maximum intensity ‘portion ‘of 
"the ?eld. 

5 Z'I‘he invention, both as to its organization ‘and 
‘ method-‘0f operation; togetherwith further-ob 

ects' and advantages thereof; will‘ best be- under 
' stood byrreference to the speci?cation'taken‘in 

10 
‘connection with the accompanying draWi-ngspin 
which : 

- Fig; l is’ a- perspectiveviewof-a gun'breech 
"to the heat treatment=of=which the application 

15 

oi-ithe invention is illustrated; 
v-'Fig.-~2 is a‘ graph» of-the ‘magnetic ?eld ofa 

single turn heating inductor to-a'id-vin the‘ eX~ 
1 I planation of ?the1 invention; 

5- Figs‘; 3 and 4' are graphs of the magnetic-‘?elds 
\ of an‘ alternativeform'of heating inductor to 
I‘ aid in- explaining theinvention; 

20 1F~igs£5~andI6 are anend View‘ and a vfront Iele 
> veLtiomrespectively, of a high-frequencydr'idizc 
' tionl heating apparatus embodying the invention; 

Figs. 7- and 8- are detailed views-0f an alterna 
l-itive form *of heating inductor suitable 'for'iuse 
'inithe apparatus 'of- Figs. 5 and 6; and 

*Figs." 9'- and' 1'10‘ are schematic ‘representations 
v-=of-'Ialternative forms-oi‘- heating inductors-renew 
“tivevto concentrate the heating‘-<eifect'*more 

:30 isharply- ata single point or regionon the-surface 
vof the workpiece. 

' Referring=~now to-‘Fig; l of the‘drawingsthere 
=»is illustrated ‘as a'work piece for ‘heat treatment 
i'by‘vthe 'vhigh-frequency“induction heating appa 
ratus'of theinvention a gun breech-‘l0 which-is 
essentially‘ 'an'elongated bifurcated element‘ hav 
ing a pairof arms li’ia, 11Gb joined» by end bridg 
‘ing members tile and Hid. ~ ‘Each of the armsllla, 
1 "l Ubihas' an‘ elongatedsharp edge 1 lie" which ter 

.40 

: face portions or" the arms. 

minates in a ‘shculderdilf; the edges ‘tile and 
shoulders to! ~-comprising sharply v'ccnvex- sur 

‘The cross sections of 
“thearms' item-and i?b'throu‘ghout the portions 

a work piece having a sharply convex surface’345 
thereof Whichare intersected by ‘the sharp edge 
portionsliee are elongated’ and the sharply con 
vex-surfa-ce-portions my‘ include one‘ end‘ of the 

~ crosssections of the arms :i-Ela,‘ iilb at such’ points. 
"In‘the breech-described the-regions lily of the 

55 

arms‘ lilayiilb, including- the surface portions 
50'v 

"treme-Wear ,in; use. ' Therefore it1 is' desired to 
lDL-indicatedin dotted-lines, are subject toex 

heat‘ treat/‘these localized portions of the gun 
breech toiharden them and reduce Wear without 
substantiallypheat‘ treating the remaining por 
tions of‘the gun‘ breech; which might ‘tend to 
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impair the toughness and elasticity of the breech 
as a whole. 

In Fig. 2 is represented schematically a single 
turn heating inductor I I in close association with 
an arm Illb of the work piece of Fig. 1, the arm 
IIlb being shown schematically for simplicity and 
having a cross-sectional con?guration similar to 
the cross section IElh taken through the shoulder 
Ill)‘. Such a relationship with respect to the arm 
Illb is similar to that which would be obtained 

BI 

10 

if the heating inductor II were disposed in ‘the 
slot of the element I0 With the center of inductor 
approximately at the shoulder Ill)‘. The ?eld 
of inductor II in the absence of the work piece 
Illb is shown in the full vlines, this being con-.' 
ventional representation of a ?eld of a single turn' 
coil, the ?eld being substantially toroidal and 
having a portion of maximum and approximately 
uniform intensity within the coil. It is under 
stood that the intensity of the ?eld at any point _ 

, is inversely proportional to the distance between 
adjacent ?eld lines. 

. presence of the work piece Illb, it is seen that 
Giving effect now to the 

the latter crowds the ?eld primarily in the re 
gion of the surface [02' and, since the heating 
e?ect varies directly with the intensity of the 
high-frequency ?eld over the extent of the work 
piece, it is clear that the maximum heating effect 
on the work piece Illb is in the region around 
point Illz'. On the other hand, the intensity of -' 
the magnetic ?eld, and therefore the heating ef 
fect, at the point “if is relatively low. There 
fore such an arrangement is not suitable for con 
centrating the heat treatment in the regions Illg 

_¢ of the work piece 10. 
Now referring to Figs. 3 and 4, the single-turn 

inductor H is replaced by a pair of spaced in 
ductors I2 and I3 excited in such a way- that 
their ?elds are in aiding phase. As indicated in 
Fig. 3, under such ‘circumstances the ?eld be-. 
tween the inductors I2 and I3 is an elongated 
approximately uniform ?eld of -maximum in 
tensity which approximates that of a continuous 
solenoid having a length equal to the spacing of 
the inductors I2 and I3, such a solenoid enclos-v - 
ing a ?eld of substantially uniform and maximum 

. intensity. If now the work piece IOb is inserted 
between the coils as indicated in Fig. 4, effective 

‘ ly cutting across the maximum intensity portion 
of the ?eld between the inductors l2 and I3, the 
high-frequency ?eld cannot substantially pene 
trate the work piece I?b, due to the skine?ect, 
but is pushed up or crowded around it,‘ intensely 
concentrating the ?eld at the point mi and de 
veloping a ?eld of somewhat lesser but high in 
tensity at the point I07‘. With such an arrange 
ment, then, the heating effect of the inductors 

'.I2 and I3 is very highly concentrated at the 
sharply convex surface portion “If and con 
centrated to a lesser degree at the sharply con 
vex surface portion I07‘, while all other surface 

} portions of the arm I?b are heated to a corre 
spondingly lesser degree. 
Referring now to Figs. 5 and 6, there is illus- 

trated schematically a‘ high-frequency heat 
treating apparatus embodying the principal of 
concentration of the heat treatment represented 
in Fig. 4, by means of which the heating may be 
concentrated over a predetermined portion of one 
or more sharply convex surface portions of a work 
piece, in the example illustrated the concentra 
tion being at a single sharply-convex surface 
portion of each arm of the gun breech Ill. 

,‘gI‘he apparatus of Figs. 5 and 6 comprises a 

L: Li 

45 

55 

4 
base or support ill having back vertical sup 
port or ?ange Ida and a heating inductor I5 
mounted on the support by means of rigid pro 
jecting leads or conductors I5e extending through 
the support Illa. The inductor I 5 is proportioned 
to develop an elongated high-frequency mag 
netic ?eld including, in the absence of a work 
piece, a portion of maximum intensity which is of 
the same order of magnitude over its cross-sec 
tional area. To this end the inductor I5 in 
cludes two pairs of coaxial coils 1511, i512 and 150, 
I5d the coils of each pair being spaced and be 
ing wound and connected so that their magnetic 
?elds are in aiding phase, while the pairs of 
coils are preferably wound and connected so that 
their ?elds are in opposing phase. By this ar 
rangcment an elongated ?eld of approximately 
uniform intensity is developed between the coils 
of each pair and extending over the area of the 
coils. ' 

The apparatus of Figs. 5 and 6 also includes a 
positioning means for the work piece Ill which, 
for the sake of clarity, is represented in dotted 
lines. This positioning means may be a stud l6 
mounted on the support Ill and having a beveled 
end portion Illa to facilitate sliding the work 
piece It over the stud IS. The positioning means 
I6 is effective to locate the work piece II] with 
each of its arms extended between the coils of 
one of the pair of coils and with the sharply 
convex surface portions or shoulders Inf thereof 
effectively cutting across the maximum intensity 
portions of the ?elds of the pairs of coils I511, 
I51) and IE0, I?d. Speci?cally the location of 
the work piece ill with respect to the heating in 
ductors I 5 is as represented in the cross-sectional 
view of Fig. 4, that is with the end of the cross 
section of the arms Illa, lilb included in the 
sharply convex surface portions or shoulders I0)‘ 
approximately at the centers of the maximum in 
tensity portions of the ?elds between the coils 
of each of the pairs I5a, I5b and I50, I5d. Fur 
ther, ‘as shown in Fig. 4 and in Fig. 5, the other 
end of the cross sections of the arms Ida, Illb 
extend outside of the inductor coils and into a 
portion of the ?eld of substantially lesser in 
tensity. V g _ _ 

The coils of the heating inductor I5 and its 
leads I5e are preferably formed from hollow cop» 
per tubing and are connected through insulation 
joints H to a cooling fluid circulating pump I8. 
vThe leads I56 are also connected to a source of 
high-frequency oscillations I9, connected to be 
energized from a power supply circuit 20 through 
a switch or circuit breaker 2|. Preferably, the 
high-frequency source I9 is of the improved form 
disclosed and claimed in copending application 

' ‘Serial No. 539,106, Herbert F. Storm, ?led June 

60 

65 

70 

7, 1944, and assigned to the same assignee as the 
present invention. 
The heating apparatus also preferably includes 

adjustable quenching means mounted on the 
support I4 for quenching the work piece after 
heating. This means may comprise a pair of 
nozzles 22 mounted in a cross piece 23 pivotally 
supported at each end from arms 24 connected 
to a pair of vertical standards 25 mounted on the 
support or base Id. The pivotal axis of the cross 
piece 23 supporting the nozzles '22 is parallel to 
the longitudinal axis of the inductor I5 and per 

_ mits pivotal adjustment of the nozzles for quench 

75 

ing a predetermined surface portion of the work 
piece II] after heating. The nozzles 22 are con 
nected through quenching fluid pipes 26 and a 
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valve Z'l?to a source of supplyof quenching?uid, 
such as pipe 28. ‘ 

In operation, the heating inductor I5 is ex 
cited vfrom the high-frequency source 19 upon 
connecting it through the switch 2! to the power 
supply circuit 20. Simultaneously, the‘ cooling 
?uid pump is put into operation to circulate cool 
ing ?uid through the hollow conductor of the in 
ductor i5 thereby- to prevent excessive heating 
thereof by its own high~irequency magnetic ?eld. 

_ Thus it will be seen the the apparatus of Figs. 
5 and 6 described above comprises a high-fre 
quency induction heat‘ng system for heating an 
elongated work piece l0 each of the arms of which 
has an elongated cross section and ‘two sharply 
convex surface portions I87‘ including one end 
of the cross section, that is two sharp edge por~ 
tions Hie which intersect one end of the cross 
section Hlh. In the operation of this system the 
heating is substantially concentrated over a pre 
determined portion of the two convex surface 
portions or edges in the regions I?g. This con 
centration of the heating is effected by develop 
ing an elongated high-frequency magnetic ?eld 
between the coils of each of the pairs of coils 
i511, I52) and lEc, i5d of the heating inductor 
which, in the absence of the work piece, consti 
tutes the portion of the total field of the inductor 
coils of maximum intensity, which intensity is 
of the same order of magnitude over its cross 
sectional area, that is over the area of the coils. 
The work piece is then positioned by means of 
the stud I6 so that the arms 59a, lilb thereof are 
within and extended across the ?elds of the pairs 
of inductor coils 15a, 55b and i5c, 15d, respec 
tively, with the sharply convex surface portions 
or edges Hi)‘ thereof e?ectiveiy cutting across this 
maximum intensity portion of the ?eld and 
crowding the ?eld, as represented in Fig. 4. The 
cross section of each of the arms Mia, I ob in 
cluded in these sharply convex surface portions 
is located approximately at the center of such 
maximum intensity portion of the magnetic ?eld 
and effectively cutting across it. By this arrange 
ment, as explained above, the heating is substan 
tially concentrated at the surface portions I87‘ 
while the other end of the cross sectional area 
of each of the arms 50a, iiib extends outside of 
the maximum intensity portion of the ?eld of its 
associated coil and into a portion of the ?eld of 
substantially lesser intensity so that it is heated 
to a relatively lesser extent. 
After the concentrated heating of the surface 

portions 1%)‘ of the work piece id as described, 
quenching ?uid is supplied to the nozzles 22 from 
the supply pipe 28 by means of the valve 2i‘, while 
these nozzles may be pivotally adjusted to con 
?ne the quenching action primarily to the sur 
face portions of the work piece it! on which the 
heating has been concentrated. By the system 
described, therefore, the heat treating of a work 
piece may be substantially concentrated on pre 
determined sharply convex surface portions while 
minimizing the heat treatment of other portions 
of the work piece, thereby minimizing any effect 
on the structural toughness and elasticity of the 
work piece as a whole. 
In the structure of Figs. 5 and 6, the heating 

inductor is described as made up of two pairs of 
inductor coils i5a, I51) and 15c, i512. Electrically 
the heating inductor #5 should be of such a de 
sign although physically it may comprise a group 
of separate coils or it may comprise a single con 
tinuous winding. The latter type of winding is 
represented in Figs. 7 and 8, which are top plan, 

in 

10, 

20 

40 

45 

55 
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6., 
and front elevation, views, respectively, of a heat 
ing inductor 3B in which one pair of heating coils 
is electrically provided by the portions 30a, 39b 
wound and connected to develop magnetic ?elds 
in aiding phase and the- other pair of coils is 
electricaliy provided by the portions 380 and 
38d similarly wound to provide aiding magnetic 
?elds. The pairs of sections 39a, 3th and 390, 
Sud, however, are wound and connected to de 
velopmagnetic ?elds opposing each other. 
relationship has been found most satisfactory in 
the apparatus of Figs. 5 and 6 for insuring sub 
stantially equal heating of the surface portions 
of. the two arms lEla, £527 of the work piece IB. 

While, in the apparatus described, the heating 
is substantially concentrated at the surface por 
tion iii)‘, there is still very appreciable crowding 
of the ?eld and consequent concentration of heat 
at the other sharp edge lily’, as shown in Fig. 4. 
In case it is desired to minimize the heating at 
this edge, the arrangement of the coils of the 
heating inductor may be modi?ed. Two such 
alternative arrangements are illustrated sche 
matically in Figs. 9 and 10. In Fig. 9 the coils 3| 
and 32 comprising the heating inductor are main 
tained parallel to each other but are laterally 
displaced, thereby warping the normal magnetic 
?eld to that illustrated. The insertion of the 
work piece E0 with the cross section of one arm 
ifib effectively cutting across the maximum in— 
tensity portion of the ?eld, as shown, severely 
crowds the magnetic ?eld only at the single 
sharply convex surface portion I of so that the 
heating is concentrated only at this single sur 

' face region. Alternatively, in Fig. 10 the coils 33 
and 34 of the heating inductor are arranged at 
an angle to each other while one arm lilo of the 
work piece I9 is inserted in the maximum inten 
sity portion of the ?eld between the coils so that 
only the single sharply convex surface portion 
“if cuts across the ?eld and crowds the ?eld at 
such point, substantially concentrating the heat 
ing effect to the surface portion in this single 
region. It will be apparent that the heating in 
ductor represented schematically in Figs. 9 and 
10 can be embodied in heat treating apparatus 
of the type illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. 
While there have been described what are at 

present considered to be the preferred embodi 
ments of the invention, it will be apparent to 
those skilled in the art that various changes and 
modi?cations may be made therein without de 
parting from the spirit or scope of the invention. 
What I claim as new is: 

A high-frequency induction heating apparatus 
for heating a work piece including two substan 
tially parallel arms, each arm thereof having a 
sharply convex surface portion, and for concen 
trating the heating over a predetermined portion 
of the convex surface of each arm of the work 
piece comprising, a heating inductor consisting of 
a continuous winding including two pairs of co 
axial coils, the coils of each pair being spaced 
for the reception of an arm of said Work piece 
and connected so that their magnetic ?elds are 
in aiding phase and the pairs of coils being closely 
adjacent and connected so that their ?elds are 
in opposing phase, for developing between the 
coils of each pair a high-frequency magnetic ?eld 
which, in the absence of a work piece, has a rela 
tively uniform ?eld over its cross-sectional area. 
and positioning means for locating the work 
piece with each of its arms extending between the 
coils of one pair with said predetermined con 

This. 
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